
“NAACP Director Predicts Tragedy,” Roger Smith, Mar. 12, 1968 
“Elimination of Ghettos Stressed by Corman,” Stan Metzler, Mar. 12, 1968 

“Negro Needs Acceptance,” Diane Luck, Mar. 12, 1968 
“Hill Appalled by USC Conservatism,” Chuck Elliott, Mar. 12, 1968 

“‘National N*gger-Lover’s Test,’” Gerald Jones, Mar. 12, 1968 
This issue featured a lot of content about a USC event called “Interchange: The Black 

CommunityーUSC.” We can look at the resulting Daily Trojan articles to examine what issues 
the Black USC Community of the late 60s found important. A lot of these issues, such as USC’s 
disregard for the surrounding community and performative allyship still hold relevance today. 
We can look at this article as a stark reminder of the work that still must be done in order to 
remedy USC’s culpability in the long history of racism in LA. 

Smith: In his talk “Employment, Race and Poverty in the Urban Ghetto,” NAACP labor 
director Herbert Hill criticized USC and White America for disregarding poor Black 
neighborhoods. He criticized USC students’ apathy of the community they inhabit and lamented 
the way college students don’t understand how severe conditions are. He then compared 
America’s future if we do not help poor Black neighborhoods and integrate Black people into 
White society to Johannesburg, at the time a part of Apartheid South Africa. 

Metzler: In a talk at Bovard auditorium, Congressman James Corman commented on the 
Kerner Commission Report he helped write. He emphasized the need to eradicate racially 
enclosed neighborhoods and develop better relationships between poor Black neighborhoods and 
law enforcement. 

Luck: In their talk “The Role of the Black Artist,” Danis Roberts and Paul Winfield 
criticized how the performing arts industry mistreats Black artists. Winfield suggests that Black 
musicians encounter less hardship than actors because they operate independently. Roberts 
asserts that Black actors have to police their political and social engagement more than White 
actors. 

Elliott: During his talk at Town and Gown Foyer, NAACP labor director Herbert Hill 
was surprised by the conservative responses of USC students. He remarks that for a university 
situated in a poor Black neighborhood, USC and its students are self-serving and apathetic 
towards Black issues. He encourages students to organize for racial issues on campus and 
volunteers to help. 

Jones: Jones criticizes the way USC and its students engage in philanthropy only when 
influential people are watching and argues that White students shouldn’t patronize their Black 
neighbors. He provides a satirical test that claims to determine whether you are racist before then 
suggesting that the true test is whether your Black friends would still be your friends if you told 
them your level of engagement. 










